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Relative performance

Stratex International (AIM: STI) has finalised its joint venture (JV)
production agreement with NTF Insaat Ticaret Ltd Sti in Turkey, with
Stratex receiving US$1m from NTF. Stratex has put its Inlice gold
project into the new joint venture company, NS Madencilik. NTF will
own 55% of the new company, subject to it funding a feasibility study
at Inlice for up to US$2m. In addition, NTF will fund scoping and
pre-feasibility studies at Altıntepe for up to US$0.5m. If positive, NTF
will have the option to spend a further US$2m on a full feasibility study,
in exchange for the project being transferred into NS Madencilik.

Investment case
New JV company to fast track Inlice and Altıntepe gold projects
KCA contracted to commence Inlice feasibility study in May 2010
Provides vehicle to develop other assets in Turkey
Exploration JVs with both Centerra Exploration and Teck Resources
New gold mineralisation province discovered in Ethiopia

Sum-of-parts valuation for Stratex International

Period:

1mn

3mn

12mn

Performance (%)

+2.1

-33.6

+37.0

Price vs FTSE All-Share rebased to STI

Component

Project

NTF JV

Inlice
Altıntepe

Value (£m)

Per Share (p)

3.99

1.39

12.48

4.35

Centerra JV

Öksüt

1.97

0.69

Teck JV

Hasançelebi

1.26

0.44

Investments

Sheba Exploration

0.07

0.02

Cash

2.65

0.93

Total

22.42

7.82

Source: Westhouse Securities estimates.
Source: Fidessa, as of 27 April 2010.
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Stratex is entering an exciting stage of its development. The new JV
company provides Stratex with a vehicle to monetise both its Inlice and
Altıntepe gold projects, as well as any other projects that fall below its own
one million ounce development target. We believe the discovery of a
one million ounce resource could be achieved through one of its other JV
agreements, with Centerra or Teck in Turkey or in Ethiopia, where Stratex
has discovered a new gold mineralisation province. This is not included in
our current valuation and represents further upside on our 7.82p target price.
We therefore maintain our BUY recommendation, increasing the target price
from 7.60p to 7.82p per share.

For important regulatory disclosures, please refer to the information at the back of this report

Stratex and NTF finalise joint venture company agreement
Stratex has now finalised the production JV agreement with NTF Insaat Ticaret Ltd Sti (NTF), which the companies
formalised in February. The two companies have now established a new joint venture gold mining company,
NS Madencilik (NSM), primarily to develop Stratex‟s Inlice and Altıntepe projects. Stratex has vended its Inlice
project into the new company. In return, NTF has paid Stratex US$1.0m and will have an interest of 55% in the new
company, and therefore Inlice, subject to NTF funding the Inlice feasibility study up to a maximum of US$2.0m. This
will include expenditure by NTF to date on the project. Since June 2009, when the original Memorandum of
Understanding between Stratex and NTF was signed, NTF has been funding scoping and pre -feasibility studies at
Inlice and, to a lesser extent, Altıntepe, at a minimum of US$50,000 per month.
NTF will also continue to finance the scoping and pre-feasibility studies at Altıntepe, up to US$500,000. If positive,
NTF has the option to spend a further US$2.0m on a full feasibility study in exchange for Stratex vending the project
into the new JV company.

Stratex projects to form basis of JV company
Inlice
Inlice has a total resource of 262,300oz Au, comprising 98,300oz of oxide Au and 164,000oz of sulphide Au. Of the
oxide material, 28,000oz is contained in loose sediment (talus) in the SE of the project, on the southern edge of the
Ana East prospect.
Wardell Armstrong International (WA) carried out metallurgical test work at Inlice in January 2007 , and found initially
that the sulphides were not amenable to direct cyanidation, with recoveries being inversely correlated to sulphur
content. Finely ground samples gave recoveries ranging from 21% to 28% over a 48-hour period and these fell
further when using coarser ground material. However, the one oxide sample WA analysed, which graded 2.92g/t Au,
gave an excellent recovery of 95% over a 48-hour period. Subsequent bottle roll tests of coarse oxide material
(<12mm) confirmed exceptionally high recoveries over a shorter time frame, with 92.6% of the gold bei ng recovered
within 24 hours. This suggests that the oxide gold would be readily recoverable by heap-leaching. WA carried out
follow-up flotation test work on the sulphides in May 2008, which gave recoveries of 74.3-78.4%, depending on grind
size and pre-cleaning. Stratex proposes initially just processing the oxide material, but is also considering
commissioning bio-leach test work on the sulphide material.
Independent consultant, SRK, carried out a preliminary Environmental Baseline study in 2008, covering soil
characterisation; surface water quantity and quality; groundwater flow and quality; flora and fauna surveys; and
socioeconomic studies. No major issues were identified and the study will form the basis of the Environmental Impact
Study (EIS).

Inlice update
NTF has been funding the pre-feasibility study at Inlice since June 2009, allowing Stratex to progress the
development of the project. Since June Stratex has completed:
899m of infill drilling to define the in-situ resource of the Ana East and Gap Zones and provide material for
detailed metallurgical test work
58 drill holes totalling 835m and 104 pits completed to define overlying talus resource, which contains oxide gold
Five drill geotechnical holes completed and all mechanical rock and soil studies completed. These holes are
now being used for piezometric studies investigating the sub-surface water table
Five water-well holes have been drilled to define hydrogeological parameters of possible aquifers in the
proposed mine area; three contained water and pumping tests are now under way
The construction of a new access road to the mine site
The results of the pre-feasibility study have been very encouraging so far and both companies now want to fast track
the project to full feasibility. As a result Kappes, Cassiday & Associates (KCA) has now been appointed to manage
the feasibility study. KCA has a strong track record of taking multiple heap-leaching gold and silver projects into
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production, and Stratex and NTF believe that this will enable them to get Inlice into production quickly. KCA has been
contracted to complete the feasibility study within a period of six months, starting in May 2010.
The immediate plan is to conduct a full feasibility study and get Inlice into production within 18 months. Pr oduction
will be from an open pit with a modest heap leach operation targeting just the oxides. The anticipated production will
be 20,000-25,000oz Au per annum, for an initial mine life of two to three years, although a more accurate
assessment of production rates will depend on the outcome of the feasibility study.

Altıntepe
Altıntepe or „Gold Hill‟ is located close to the Black Sea coast of northern Turkey. In April 2007, Stratex entered into
an option agreement to acquire 100% of the Altıntepe project from Teck Cominco‟s Turkish subsidiary, Teck Cominco
Arama ve Madencilik San. Tic. A.S. (TCAM). In August 2008, Stratex fully exercised its option agreement with TCAM
to acquire 100% of the property, by completing a total of 4,752.5m of diamond drilling. TCAM then waived any right to
earn back into the project and merely retains an underlying 1.5% Net Smelter Return (NSR) royalty from any future
production. A portion of the property is also held by a third party that holds a NSR royalty of 2.5% , which can be
reduced to 1.25% with a payment of US$0.75m.
Altıntepe has an oxide resource of 472,318oz Au contained within 13.1Mt of ore grading at 1.12g/t Au. Within this ,
there is 8.3Mt of ore grading at 1.48g/t Au. Further infill drilling is likely to focus initially on the higher-grade Extension
Ridge Zone, which has an inferred resource of 120,906oz Au within 1.73 Mt of ore grading at 2.17g/t Au.
In 2008, preliminary cyanide-leach test work was completed by WA on oxide samples from all five main zones.
Carbon-in-leach (CIL) tests on material ground to less than 75 micron and bottle roll tests on material crushed to less
than 12mm were carried out and indicated the potential for high gold recoveries from all oxide material at Altıntepe,
although a lower recovery (68.5%) was recorded for the leach tests on coarse material from Extension Ridge.
Leaching rates were high and both cyanide and lime consumptions were low to moderate. This reinforced the earlier
bottle roll and column leach tests carried out on oxide material from Çamlık East which Odyssey Resources, the
previous owners of Altıntepe, had carried out at the KCA Research Lab in Reno, Nevada. Very high gold recoveries
were obtained, ranging from 91.4% to 97.9%, with low sodium cyanide and lime consumption even for low-grade
ore material.

Altıntepe update
Although most of the NTF funding has concentrated on Inlice, work has been ongoing at Altıntepe. Golder Associates
has been advancing the Environmental Baseline study and SRK Consulting (UK) Ltd has been reviewing past drilling
and has made recommendations for the infill resource drilling.
Subject to a successful pre- and full feasibility study at Altıntepe, production is provisionally targeted to commence in
36 months. At this stage, production from the open pit is anticipated to be 30,000-50,000oz per annum, with recovery
from a CIL/CIP (carbon-in-leach/-pulp) giving a mine life of eight to nine years.

Valuation
For Inlice, we have assumed that only 69,324oz of oxide gold is mined from an open pit at a head grade of 2.29g/t
gold, with a waste to ore strip ratio of 0.5:1.0. Recoveries in the initial metallurgical test work were good and so we
have used an 80% recovery from the heap leach. Capex costs are estimated at around US$10m and our total
operating costs are estimated at US$280 per oz in the first year and US$208 per oz subsequently, which includes
both depreciation and ongoing reclamation costs. We would expect production to start within 18 months and have
used a Turkish corporate tax rate of 20%, with a 2% government gold royalty. Our base case project NPV is
US$13.53m, using a 10% discount rate and our current gold price forecasts.
Based on Stratex‟s 45% equity stake in NSM, the value of Inlice to the company is US$6.09m or 1.39p per share
(US$1.54/£1.00).
For Altıntepe, we have assumed that only the higher grade material of 8.3Mt at 1.48g/t (395koz) is mined from an
open pit. However, the stripping ratio is higher at Altıntepe than Inlice at 1.0:1.0. We envisage a CIL/CIP plant will be
built for a total capex cost of US$20m, with US$9m of this attributable to Stratex in 2011. We have assumed very
conservative recoveries of 75%. Total cash costs including depreciation and reclamation are expected to be
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US$322 per oz. This is slightly higher than Inlice due to the lower grade and recovery we have used at Altıntepe, but
this may come down once feasibility studies are completed. Production is assumed to start within 36 months. There
is a 2.5% royalty to be added at Altıntepe, payable to a third party, in addition to the tax and royalties due to the
government and Teck Cominco.
As before, our base case project NPV is US$42.33m, using a 10% discount rate, with the value attributable to Stratex
of US$19.05m or 4.35p per share.
Including our valuations for the Teck JV at Hasançelebi, the Centerra JV at Öksüt, the holding in Sheba Exploration
and cash, we calculate a value for Stratex of £22.42m or 7.82p per share. This ascribes no value for the company‟s
Ethiopian projects.

Current Sum-of-the-parts valuation of Stratex International
Component

Project

NTF JV

Inlice (45% of NPV 10%)
Altıntepe (45% of NPV 10%)

Value (£m)

Per share (p)

3.99

1.39

12.48

4.35

Centerra JV

Öksüt

1.97

0.69

Teck JV

Hasançelebi

1.26

0.44

Investments

Sheba Exploration

0.07

0.02

Cash

2.65

0.93

Total

22.42

7.82

Source: Westhouse Securities estimates.

Recommendation
Stratex is entering an exciting stage of its development. The signing of the production joint venture agreement with
NTF provides Stratex with a vehicle to monetise both the Inlice and Altıntepe gold projects, as well as any other
projects that fall below its internal one million ounces of gold development target. We believe that the discovery of
one million ounces could be achieved through one of its other JV agreements with Centerra or Teck, but we consider
that the really exciting opportunities lie in Ethiopia, where Stratex believes it may have discovered a new gold
province. This is not included in our current valuation and represents further upside potential. We therefore maintain
our BUY recommendation, increasing the target price from 7.6p to 7.82p per share, due to fluctuations in currency
rates.
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RATINGS, CERTIFICATION AND DISCLOSURES
Westhouse Securities Limited is a member of the London Stock Exchange and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Servic es
Authority. Registered in England and Wales, No. OC305445. Registered Office: 12th Floor, One Angel Court, London EC2R 7HJ

Investment analyst certification
In our roles as Research Analysts for Westhouse Securities Limited, we hereby certify that the views about the companies and their
securities discussed in this report are accurately expressed and that we have not received and will not receive direct or ind irect
compensation in exchange for expressing specific recommendations or views in this report.

Non-independent research
This is a marketing communication. It is non-independent research as it has not been subject to a prohibition on dealing ahead of the
dissemination of the note. Non-independent Research is not prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the
independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.

Ratings system
Westhouse Securities Limited uses BUY, HOLD and SELL as its stock rating system to describe its recommendations. Investors should
carefully read the definitions of all ratings used in each research report. In addition, since the research report contains m ore complete
information concerning the analyst‟s views, investors should carefully read the entire research report and not infer its contents from the
rating alone. In any case, ratings (or research) should not be used or relied upon as investment advice. An investor ‟s decision to buy or
sell a stock should depend on individual circumstances (such as the investor‟s existing holdings) and other considerations.
Ratings are explained as follows:
BUY:

We expect that over the next twelve months the share price will outperform the market by more than 15% , defined as the FTSE
All Share Index

HOLD:

We expect that over the next twelve months, the share price will perform between +15% and -15% of the market defined as the
FTSE All Share Index

SELL:

We expect that over the next twelve months the share price will under-perform the market by more than 15%, defined as the
FTSE All Share Index

Distribution of Westhouse Securities’ research recommendations:
Westhouse Securities Limited must disclose in each research report the percentage of all securities rated by the member to wh ich the
member would assign a “BUY”, “NEUTRAL” or “SELL” rating. The said ratings are updated on a quarterly basis. Below is the overall
distribution of Westhouse Securities‟ research recommendations as at 31 March 2010: BUY: 81%, HOLD: 15%, SELL: 5%.
Distribution of recommendations for companies to which Westhouse Securities has supplied investment banking services:
Westhouse must also disclose the proportion of relevant investments in each category issued by the issuers to which the firm supplied
investment banking services during the previous twelve months. The said ratings are updated on a quarterly basis. The distribution as at
31 March 2010 was as follows: BUY: 91%, HOLD: 9%, SELL: 0%.

Disclaimer
This research report has been published in accordance with our Research Policy which is available on written request from Westhouse
Securities Limited. This report does not provide individually tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the
individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for
all investors. Westhouse Securities Limited recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strat egies, as
the appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor‟s individual circumstances and objectives. This report
is not an offer to buy or sell any security or to participate in any trading strategy, Westhouse Securities Limited employees and its affiliates
not involved in the preparation of this report may have investments in securities or derivatives of securities of companies mentioned in this
report, and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in this report. Westhouse Securities Limited makes every ef fort to use
reliable, comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete. We have no obligation to tell you when
opinions or information in this report change apart from when we intend to discontinue research coverage of a Company. With the
exception of information regarding Westhouse Securities Limited, reports prepared by Westhouse Securities Limited research pe rsonnel
are based on public information. Facts and views presented in this report have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information
known to, professionals in other Westhouse Securities Limited business areas or its affiliates. The subject company may have seen a
copy of this research report, absent a recommendation, to confirm factual accuracy. Westhouse Securities Limited research personnel
conduct site visits from time to time but are prohibited from accepting payment or reimbursement by the company of travel exp enses for
such visits. The value of and income from your investments may vary because of changes i n interest rates or foreign exchange rates,
securities prices or market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. There may be time lim itations on the
exercise of options or other rights in your securities transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a g uide to future performance.
Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised.

Valuation basis
In attributing a value to Stratex International we have completed a sum-of-the-parts valuation utilising NPV calculations to proposed projects and
value attributed to projects by JV partners contributions to the project
.
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Risks to our valuation
Exploration is speculative and the announcement of a resource does not indicate that the resource is economic. Other risks include
Currency risk and fluctuations in the gold price.

Investment research disclosures
Westhouse Securities Limited, its affiliates and research analysts involved in the preparation of this report have:
Managed or co-managed a public offering of securities of the subject companies mentioned in this report.
Received compensation for investment banking services from the subject companies mentioned in this report.
Received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from the subject companies
mentioned in this report.
Provided or plans to provide investment banking services to, or has an investment banking client relationship with any of the
subject companies covered in this report.
Provided or plans to provide non-investment banking, securities-related services to any of the subject companies mentioned in
this report, or in the past has entered into an agreement to provide services, or has a client relationship with any of the
companies covered in this report.
Westhouse Securities Limited and its affiliates were acting as a market maker in the subject companies ‟ securities at the time
this research report was published.
Westhouse Securities Limited and its affiliates beneficially own 5% or more of any class of common equity securities of the
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